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First impressions
Think of a time you wanted to make a good
first impression. For me, that’s right now.
This is my first LATM World News as
Executive Director. Years from now, I’ll look
back and evaluate myself based on this first
chance. And just like the first chances you
remember, I hope I don’t botch this one!
There are two undeniable things about
LATM: faithfulness and fruitfulness. Over
1300 books published, with over 2.5 million
copies of those books in circulation, blessing
someone, somewhere in any of 84 different
languages. Wow! What a legacy the Lord
has built and into which I’ve stepped.
While life is based on the past (and we must
remember, like the Psalmist in Psalm 77,
“the wonders of old” of the Lord), we must
always be moving into the future. To believe
in Christ but to remain in stasis, is to be
dead ( James 2:17). We must remember in
whom we stand, but we must move forward
with Him. If He wills, I see the possibility of
more than we could ever ask or imagine in
LATM!
My vision for LATM is that we would not
only respond to the needs of our current and
potential field partners, but that we would
work with them to develop their strategic
Christian literature needs. One book now

becomes three (or five or ten) because unified
strategic evaluation helped them see that
one book can meet a short-term need, three
(or more) books can meet overall, long-term
needs. Our goal, as before, isn’t to tell our
partners what they should do but to plan
with them, help determine what can be
done, and then determine which Christian
literature resources would be needed to get it
done.
Christ described the blessed servant as one
whom his master finds doing his work when
the master shows up (Mt 24:45-46). LATM
is the part of his household over which my
Master has placed me. And you can be sure
that, as long as I’m still breathing, I’ll be
found doing the work to which I was called
until He comes.
To that end, I’ll keep asking you, our faithful
financial partners, for the resources that are
needed so we can say to our faithful fieldpartners, Let’s get this job of discipling the
nations DONE! Let’s keep those books
coming!
Will you keep with us as we bring the books?
I sure hope so.
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Long after you and I are dead and our sermons are forgotten, books
will still be read. If you want to do a permanent work . . . translate
and print books!
—Don DeWelt

Don DeWelt founded College Press Publishing Company in 1959 to
supply true-to-the-Scriptures Bible study textbooks. He traveled to
many mission fields and wanted to help missionaries and national church
leaders in those places have books in their languages, too. Missionaries
often asked permission to translate and print a College Press book. That
was always allowed, with no charge or royalty. But for every missionary
who translated and printed books, ten more wanted to, but financial and
time limits prevented them.
Don’s son Chris came to share the burden for reliable books available in other languages. They
envisioned a non-profit ministry that would help make that possible. In 1992, a year after
Don passed away, Chris recruited Phil Casey (they had been missionaries together in Chile)
to establish Literature And Teaching Ministries. Since then, LATM has helped publish over
1300 projects in 80+ languages totalling more than 2.5 million
books.
You helped publish some of Don DeWelt's books in several
languages through LATM. The most recent one is Acts Made
Actual, from College Press's Bible Study Textbook series. Don
wrote it originally as teaching notes for his class on Acts. This
year, it was completed in Spanish and printed in hardbound
format, and is available from our webstore (latm.info/bookstore)
or Amazon.com.

author focus

Jack Cottrell:

The Faith Once For All

What do you get when you take a young man
from a farm in Kentucky, send him to Cincinnati
for Bible college, the University of Cincinnati for
a Philosophy degree, Westminster Seminary for a
Master of Divinity and then Princeton for his PhD
in the History of Doctrine? In our case you get
Dr. Jack Cottrell, whose career of teaching sound
biblical theology to thousands of students spanned
six decades.
Over those decades, Dr. Cottrell wrote 25 books, 17
volumes of collected works, had individual chapters
in 12 other books, numerous articles in 10 different
magazines and hundreds of articles hosted on his
personal website www.jackcottrell.com. Is there
anyone else alive whom the Lord has used to help
us understand the depths of biblical theology from
the standpoint of seeking to restore New Testament
Christianity? Probably not.
The reason Dr. Cottrell is so important to LATM is
because of his gracious willingness to have his books
widely published in other languages. For this, he has
asked no renumeration and even said to us, If ever
you ask yourselves if I would be willing to allow any
given book to be published in any language, the answer is
always YES! And for this, we are thankful.
Fifteen of his books have been translated into twelve
languages. Because of that, church leaders who speak
Arabic, Burmese, Chinese, French, Lisu, Polish,
Portuguese, Rawang, Russian, Spanish, Tamil, and
Ukrainian have something to turn to for many of the
biblical questions that they have.
One book that stands above the rest is The Faith Once
for All, first written in English in 2002. LATM has
helped publish it in five languages, the most recent
of which is French. In fact, Etienne Prophete (see
sidebar next page) edited and proofed it and wrote
the foreword shortly before his passing. That book
was produced at the request of a Congolese brother
in Christ who leads a French speaking congregation

in Louisville, Kentucky. It was translated into solid,
literary French so it can be used anywhere that
French is spoken.

With this book in various languages, Christian
leaders can grow deeper personally and lead their
congregations in a systematic theology from a
Restoration Movement perspective. Our prayer is
that, as our field partners request it, the Lord will
use this book in many more languages and that many
Christians will be blessed with the continued legacy
of Dr. Jack Cottrell’s lifelong pursuit to present
himself “to God as one approved, a worker who does
not have to be ashamed, and who correctly handles
the word of truth.” (2 Timothy 2:15)

Barbara and Jack Cottrell

A Kingdom Hero

Etienne Prophete
College Press published the original English
version. It is available from their webstore at
collegepress.com.
From the College Press website: In The Faith Once
for All, Dr. Jack Cottrell carefully and thoroughly
examines the Bible's teachings concerning every
major doctrinal topic. The Faith Once for All
examines the Word of God subject by subject. It
is a powerful and dynamic view of Bible doctrine.
If you long for a better understanding of who God
is, and how you can relate to him, this book is a
valuable asset that will serve as the cornerstone of
your biblical reference library.

December 26, 1939
—
February 5, 2021
Etienne started Haitian
Christian
Mission
in
1974 with his wife,
Betty. Over the years, the
mission planted almost 60
churches, many of which
have schools, serving over
13,000 children. HCM
established a small hospital
and a school of translation
and interpretation.
Etienne graduated in 1974 from Ozark Christian
College. He said, When we presented our plan for
the mission in Haiti at our ordination in 1974, we
were dreaming, but God was serious. The school
honored him with the Seth Wilson Outstanding
Alumnus Award in 2006.

English

Arabic Vol 1

Ukrainian

Spanish

Etienne was LATM's field partner for 19 French
projects. In the months before his death, he was
proofing and editing the French version of Jack
Cottrell's The Faith Once for All for LATM, and
had just written the foreword for it. Nathan Gue,
one of Etienne's "star pupils" in the translation
school, was the translator. Nathan wrote, After
two weeks in hospital with Covid, they sent him
home because he was feeling much better. He was in
good spirits that afternoon, talking and joking with
his family. I visited with him on the phone for a few
minutes, and he said he was going to get back to work
in the next couple days because he had many things to
get done, including reviewing the last chapter of this
book. He passed away that night. It's extremely sad,
but we know he's in the arms of the Lord.
Endured to the end . . .

Arabic Vol 2

Russian

Remember to pray for Betty and the family,
and the HCM ministry team.

Arabic

Burmese

64

Safaa Fahmi is getting close to his
decade-long goal to publish a
complete Bible commentary set
in Arabic. These came off the
presses in Egypt in recent
months:
Commentary on Numbers
Commentary on 1 Chronicles, Vol. 1
Commentary on 1 Chronicles, Vol. 2
Commentary on Job
Commentary on Galatians

2021 is the 100th anniversary
of the arrival in Asia of
pioneer
missionaries
J.
Russell and Gertrude Morse.
Third and fourth generation
Morse missionaries – among
many others – continue the
work these forebears began.
Simon
Thaung
(Asia
Christian Services) compiled,
in Burmese, 100 Year History of
the Morse Mission
[BC] to
commemorate the impact
they have had for the Gospel.

From Simon (above right with the books): Everyone
is greatly encouraged by this book, the good example of
the Morse family in Dedication, Adventure, Outreach,
Living, and close Friendships with villagers to win
their souls. TO GOD BE THE GLORY. It has been a
great blessing to partner with you in literature ministry,
which is one of the great strategies to reach and build up
Christians, ministers and leaders. Thank you for your
collaboration in expanding God's Kingdom through
literature. May God continue to strengthen and bless you.

[BC] indicates that LATM Book Club members helped fund the project.

RECENTLY COMPLETED

English for the Deaf

Letting the Cat Out of the Bag: Learning
ABC Idioms with ASL, Vonda Hamilton
This book is colorfully illustrated
to reach the hearts of children. It
teaches the meaning of idioms
and God’s Word to kindergarten
and elementary Deaf and Hearing children. A DVD
has sign language explanations of the idiom, signs
drawn in the illustrations, and a Scripture to illustrate
the idiom. It is available at bookstores, online, and at
Expressions of Emmanuel deaf outreach events.

English (for India) and Manipuri

The Life of Christ Visualized
Manipuri is a new language for
LATM, and the English version is
new for the The LOCV books
we have helped publish. LATM
field partner Kendall Cobb says,
Christian literature for children in
the villages of
Northeast
India is scarce.
This will certainly be used and
treasured by children and adults
alike. The speaker at the book
launch was Director of Prisons for
Manipur State. After the launch,
people requested the book in five
more languages!

recently completed projects

BOOK PROJECTS!
Lao

French

Ten Steps to Spiritual Growth
The Most Valuable Treasure
Leader’s Guides for Ten Steps and Most
Valuable Treasure
Author Michael Householder found
many eager preachers in Haiti
who want to use his disciple
making system. LATM funded
printing of Michael’s four books
there in French.

Hindi

Defining Truth, vol. 3 (reprint), Ajai Lall [BC]
Seven Letters of Jesus for You (reprint), Ajai
Lall [BC]
Proverbs, the Gospel of Mark, and the Sermon
on the Mount, CICM Team [BC]
In spite of lock downs, shortages
and the ravages of the Covid
pandemic, these three books came
off the presses in India and evangelists
in Central India are using them.

Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu

Launching Leaders, CIBA Team [BC]
CICM's
Launching
Leaders
program uses three books: a
textbook, a devotional book,
and a workbook. A total of
13,500 copies were completed
for five languages of India.
And that’s just the start. Josh
Howard, CICM’s Director
of Leadership Training, told
us this set of books is being
prepared in ten more languages for India and
neighboring countries. The program has enrolled
nearly 10,000 students for its intensive, obedienceoriented course of study and training. LATM is glad
to provide some of the funding needed to print the
books for the far-reaching program.

Foundational Principles - Your Way Matters to God
Functional Components - How to Run Your Business
Business Plan Components - Planning for Your Success
Three Christian entrepreneurship
manuals written by The Encubator, a group
of Malaysian Christian businessmen to
train business managers in their home
country. LATM assisted our Laos field
partner to translate and print
them for a nationwide training
program for Kingdom business
managers in Laos.

Lisu

26 Bible Stories, Pastor Samuel
This book, for children and parents, is
written with easy vocabulary, one story
per page, and a full-page picture for
each story. It has stories from the O.T.
and N.T.
Study of Minor Prophets (reprint), Philip Ngwapha
First printed in 2013, this has become a
main textbook in Lisu Bible institutes
in Myanmar and China. The author
developed the text while teaching in
the Lisu Bible Institute in northern
Thailand. It gives a solid overview, and
is written for Asian culture students.
God’s Plan for Church Leadership (reprint), Philip
Ngwapha
This has been used in almost all of
the Lisu Bible institutes in Myanmar,
China and Thailand. The book reaches
the Lisu where they are, and challenges
them to model Church leadership
according to the Scriptures.

recently completed projects
The Church as Revealed in the Bible (reprint),
Philip Ngwapha
This textbook is used in Bible institutes
and in short-term Bible schools held in
the villages. It is as concise as possible,
in order to be covered in study groups
as well. The focus is on the church as
described in the Scriptures, and how to keep that
focus for today. It is a compilation of teaching notes
revised over a number of years.
A Study on the Book of Acts (reprint), Joshua Lee
The book is especially helpful to
students who do not have access to
libraries and various background
literature. It has blessed many Lisu who
are not able to read other languages.
The content is well presented.
Lisu Gospel Hymns
Singing praise to God is an integral
part of life for the Lisu Christians.
Phil Casey recalls, I remember the first
time I sat in Lisu worship in Chiang
Mai, Thailand. The leader held a
hymnbook and called the hymn number.
Then he gave four pitches and began to lead. Immediately
the congregation broke out into strong, beautiful, perfect
four-part harmony. The words were in Lisu, but I’ve
never heard "Great is Thy Faithfulness" sung with more
meaning. With tears in my eyes, I thought of J. Russell
Morse and what joy he must have had teaching the
early converts those great hymns of the faith. I’ve heard
J. Russell’s sons and grandsons describe how these Lisu
hymnbooks are not just for use on Sunday mornings. No,
no, no. They carry them in their satchels when they go out
to the fields. They use them as tools to teach, to evangelize,
to disciple. What better way to commit scriptural truths
to memory than by singing them?
This new printing has 162 hymns and 110 responsive
readings. You may not use hymnbooks at your church
in America, but among the Lisu, they are still a key
part of their expression of praise to our Father.

Homiletics and Hermeneutics 101, Joshua Lee
This book helps Bible students with a
lower level of education. It might be the
only chance to learn, so both subjects
are presented for the student to grasp
the essentials. It is used for one-month,
three-month and 9-month courses.
Worship Songs (reprint), Jay Mutha and CLF Team
The Lisu love to sing. For many years,
the majority of Christian songs and
hymns were translated from other
languages. The Lisu still value and use
the old hymns, but local artists began
creating songs that reflect a good Lisu
poetic sense and the melodies match the words well.
An included CD has a recording for each song. It
has been accepted across denominations, across Lisu
dialects, across countries where Lisu live, and across
age groups – even those 60+ help lead worship!
LATM field partner, David Morse: 'Real' books are
so valued by the folks in closed areas, and 'real' they
don't need batteries or internet to be usable! Really a
wonderful gift for the Christians in Myanmar, some
areas along the China-Myanmar border, and of course,
here in Thailand. My office guys get really excited about
getting a truckload of books, and now all the books are
ready to go out. I am blessed to have coworkers who have
a heart for getting literature to the churches. With the
help of LATM financial partners, 1000 of each of these
books are available for Lisu speaking people. Our many
thanks!

recently completed projects
Maasai

LATM field partner Paul Highfield is one of the
few in the world who write Christian literature
in the Maasai language – and definitely the most
prolific. With over two decades of experience among
the Maasai, Paul writes from his heart about Bible
themes for the Maasai context.
Evangelistic Lessons from the Old Testament
Spiritual Warfare
Foundational Doctrines of the Bible
Transformational Discipleship
These three are the most
recent of his books to come
off the press in Nairobi. Paul
says: We are pleased that these
books are ready for distribution
in Maasailand, Kenya!

Naga

Polish

Naga (Hawa) Hymns of Praise
3000 copies of Naga Hymns of Praise
were printed in November and are being
distributed. The Hawa Naga people live
along the Myanmar-India border, with
most of the population on the India side.
That area has been zoned as a restricted
area for those not living there.
Prayer: The Cry for the Kingdom, Stanley Grenz
LATM
field
partner, Michal
Weremiejewicz, says that this book
will be used as a textbook at TCM
International Institute for the class
“Theology and Practice of Prayer”
taught by Tony Twist.
How to Dodge a Dragon is a study of the
book of Revelation. Author, Mark Moore,
encourages readers to lay the book of
Revelation like a template over any
season of suffering in order to find
encouragement and strength. LATM

Follow us on Facebook
and learn about the books as they are being finished:
facebook.com/LiteratureAndTeachingMinistries

has helped print this book in Creole, Spanish, and
now Polish.

Russian

A Question of Origins, Shelby MacFarlane [BC]
This High School level textbook has
tools students need to evaluate where
they, life, and the universe came from.
Richly illustrated in full color, it fairly
presents what evolutionists believe
and why, but then makes the powerful
scientific case for Creation – a case that secular
textbooks ignore. Students will learn critical thinking
as they examine the evidence for themselves, in a
range of scientific fields. Resources for teenagers
have been in short supply in Russia, so this as well as
several others were made a priority in 2020.
Can a Smart Person Believe in God?, Michael Guillen
LATM field partner Sergei Golovin
says, For several generations, people in
former Soviet Union countries were
brainwashed to believe that an intelligent
person could not believe in God, that
science and faith are incompatible. In a
clear and clever manner, the author, a former ABC news
science correspondent, destroys that myth in a manner
equally appropriate for a rocket scientist and common
people. He clearly demonstrates that, embracing the
discoveries of science, we can see God, the universe, and
humanity in full, multidimensional glory. The bite-sized
chapters are full of fascinating scientific tidbits in an
easy-to-understand format. Captivating stories of the
author's childhood in the Mexican barrio of East LA and
his work in television and research are woven throughout.
Peace in the Midst of the Storm, Sergei Golovin
Quarantines end, but troubles continue.
This book has 12 Sunday messages
delivered in Ukraine to comfort,
encourage, and strengthen the faith of
God's children during the three-month
quarantine of 2020. When life brings
challenges people look for answers,

recently completed projects

which makes an opening to lead unbelievers to God
and to root believers in His Word.
Christianity for Skeptics, David Kumar
With the help of secular and Christian
scientists who have concluded there
is strong reason for belief in God and
Christianity, Dr. Kumar responds to
questions skeptics often ask. The book
has cutting-edge material on design in
nature and the Christian roots of science.
Post-communist countries desperately lack good
literature to spread the Biblical truth among
teenagers. Sergei says, Resources for kids and teenagers
are our top priority.

Serbian

LATM field partner Samuil Petrovski: Greetings
from Belgrade! It’s amazing how God is doing his
work through the literature we are publishing, and we
are thankful for our partnership with you. Not only do
churches get encouraged and people become believers, but
a lot of students are being strengthened in their Christian
life and are sharing their faith with others.
Through the Bible through the Year with John
Stott, John Stott [BC]
Samuil says: During the pandemic, we
did Zoom presentations and lectures
about some of our books. Through the
Bible through the Year was received
positively because people give it to
Orthodox friends who don’t read the Bible regularly. They
can look through the Bible and give them an appetite to
study the Bible more. Some churches use the book to make
their preaching schedules.
Jesus with Dirty Feet, Don Everts [BC]
Again, Samuil writes: This book
looks at Jesus, not only as a teacher,
and the foundation upon which
Christianity is built, but who Jesus
was with people as He celebrated,

cooked, and allowed Himself to be killed. How can His
life be a daily example for us today? This is a common
problem for believers around the world, but especially in
Serbia. The book is a great look at not only Jesus as part of
the Trinity, but also at Jesus the man. It is written in a
way which is attractive to seekers and also those young in
faith. It challenges its readers to get their feet dirty today,
living out their faith, just as Jesus did more than 2,000
years ago.

Somali

Booklet 9: Prayer [BC]
Booklet 10: The Assembly of Believers
[BC]
The last two in this series
of 10 booklets were printed
in December. Christians in
East Africa use them for
discipleship training among
Muslim background believers.

Spanish

100 Biblical Themes (reprint), Bob Marsh, editor
100 of the most asked-about topics
along with the scriptures and references
to find them in your own Bible. It's
handy for a small group to study
one theme at a time and discuss how
each verse complements the others.
First printed in cooperation with Bob Marsh and
American Rehabilitation Ministries in 2003. Earlier
editions had been printed in Peru when the Marshes
served there. ARM gifts these books to those who
complete all their Spanish Bible correspondence
courses. It is a popular item.
Acts Made Actual, Don DeWelt
It is a joy to announce, in honor of the
founder of College Press and because
it was his desire that LATM would be
born and publish books in languages
of the world, LATM’s first Spanish
hardback book: Acts Made Actual. Read
more on page 3, if you missed it. LATM Spanish

recently completed projects

Coordinator Ralph Shead says, He taught me from
this book in the 1970-71 school year!

Swahili

Masterful Mentoring, Gary Teja and Jim Osterhouse
is focused on the mentoring/coaching
of emerging leaders in the local church
and training mentors of church planters.
Translated and printed in Swahili with
LATM funding assistance in Tanzania
this past January.

like this in Ukrainian. With most Ukrainian Christian
schools now teaching in Ukrainian, this book will
provide sound biblical teaching to students as well as
help the national church contend for the faith that was
once for all entrusted to the saints ( Jude 3).

Tamil

Samuel Paul: Life and Writings, V. Benni [BC]
Biblical Tools, Samuel Paul [BC]
Long-time field partner in
India, V. Benni, has followed his
passion to translate and publish
Christian teaching materials
into the Tamil language for
church leaders and members in
Tamil Nadu, India. V. Benni was able to complete
these three books despite extreme difficulties in the
pandemic.

At completing the project, LATM field partner Sergei
Golovin (above, left), said: By the partnership with
Tavriski Christian Institute [The Faith Once For All]
became the very first Christian book officially approved
for use in all colleges and universities of Ukraine!

26 Lessons on Luke, Part 2, V. Benni, editor [BC]
This is the one volume in College Press’s
Bible Student Study Guide series that was
never written or published in English. V.
Benni took it upon himself to create it
for its Tamil counterpart, using College
Press’s “old green commentary” on Luke
written by T. R. Applebury. So, now the Tamil Bible
Student Study Guide is complete, even if the English
is not!

Ukrainian

The Faith Once For All, Jack Cottrell [BC]
This book is a careful and thorough
examination of the Bible's teachings on
major doctrinal topics. Other books on
Bible doctrine have been published in
Russian, but nothing has been available

Be sure to look at the 56 projects
underway right now:
www.latm.info/projects
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You've helped publish 2,554,720 Books.
That's impressive. So is what the books are doing.
Our Serbian field partner Samuil Petrovski has a fascinating story of how books are
effective in ministry. Alexsander is a mathematics student at the University of Belgrade.
Like many young people, he was searching for answers in his life. Through a video
games network – isn't that interesting? – someone from Indonesia – and that? – shared
the Gospel with him. Then, after Alexsander had been hearing what various teachers
and preachers were saying on YouTube, he happened to go to a book fair. When he
passed Samuil's booth, he recognized the John Lennox book
God's Undertaker: Did Science Bury God? (an LATM project
completed in October 2017).
Samuil says, Alexsander asked questions about the book and
about us. We gave him a book, then after a few days he came to
our student meeting. Later he connected to a local church, gave his
life to Jesus, and was baptized. Now he is active in our student
ministry and the local church.

